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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC), SONITPUR  
AT TEZPUR 

 
SESSIONS CASE NO 141 OF 2018 u/s 376 IPC 

(Arising out of GR Case No 1296 of 2018). 
                                                             

State of Assam 
 

-Vs- 
 

Md Jahidul Haque, 
     ……..Accused. 
 

Present :-      Mr. S.K. Ghosh, AJS 
    Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC),  

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

Committed by :-     Mrs A Rahman,AJS 
Addl CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 
 
Advocate appeared: 
 
 
For the Prosecution :-  Mr A. Baruah  …. Learned Addl PP. 
        
       
For the defence :-  Mr S.E. Alom & ors …. Learned Advocate. 
 
 
Date of framing charge  :-  04-08-2018. 
 
Date of recording Evidence  :-  30-01-2019, 30-01-2019, 30-03-2019, 
          03-05-2019, 04-07-2019, 29-08-2019,  

    & 17-03-2021. 
 
Date of hearing Argument   :-  22-12-2021. 
 
Date of delivery of Judgment  :-  05-01-2022.   
    

J U D G M E N T 

1.   In this case accused Jahidul Haque is put for trial for the 

allegation of charge under Section 376 of the IPC. 
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 2.   The prosecution case, in brief, is that, before 15 days of lodging 

the FIR, accused started to live in the house of his aunt being neighbor of the 

informant for the purpose of working as Mason. Since thereafter, the accused 

started to tease the informant with obscene signs and tortured her mentally 

with love proposal. In the meantime on 03-04-2018 at around 7.00 PM while 

she was returning from toilet after responding nature‟s call, the accused 

hiding himself in darkness gagged her mouth and dragged her to the nearby 

Nala(drain) of tea garden by caught hold her hand and while rapping her 

there barbarically,  her elder brother Sajit Ali went there in search of cattle 

and noticing her brother, the accused fled away from the spot. 

 

3.   On receipt of the ejahar, O/C, Dhekiajuli Police Station registered 

a police case vide Dhekiajuli P.S Case No. 261/18 under Section 376 of IPC 

and started investigation. After completion of investigation, police submitted 

charge sheet against the accused Md Jahidul Haque u/s 376 of IPC and laid 

the same before the learned CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur for trial. Since the offence 

is exclusively triable by the Court of Sessions, the case was committed to the 

Court of Sessions in compliance with the provisions of Sec.209 Cr.P.C. 

 

4.   On appearance of the accused and after hearing the learned 

Advocate for both the sides, charge under Section 376 of the IPC has been 

framed against the accused person. The charge so framed has been read over 

and explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to 

be tried.  

 

5.   To substantiate the case, prosecution has examined as many as 

7(seven) nos. of witnesses including the M.O & I.O and during the evidence 

of prosecution side some documents has been tendered in evidence with 

respective exhibits marking. 
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6.   After completion of the evidence of the prosecution side, 

accused has been examined under section 313 Cr.P.C. The defence plea is of 

total denial. The accused also examined one witness namely Harmuj Ali as 

DW-1 in his defence.  

 

7.   I have carefully gone through the case record, evidence 

available on record both oral as well as documentary.  

 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

 

8.   The point for decision in this case is that –  

 

(1) Whether the accused Jahidul Haque on 03-04-

2018 at about 7.00 PM at Balipukhuri under 

Dhekiajuli PS, committed rape on the informant Miss 

“X” and thereby committed an offence punishable 

u/s 376  IPC ? 

 
DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISION. 

 

9.   Heard argument advanced by the learned counsel for both the 

sides at length both on facts as well as law points. Learned counsel for the 

defence in support of his submission put reliance on the following decisions: 

 

i. Yasin Gulam Haider -Vs- State of Maharashtra reported in 

1980 SCC (Crl) 145. 

ii. Jainal Abedin -Vs- State of Assam reported in (1997) 2 

GLR 175. 

iii. Prabhat Marak & Anr. -Vs- State of Tripura reported in 

2011 Crl. L.J 1844. 

iv. Dulal Sonowal -Vs- State of Assam reported in (1996) 2 

GLR 79. 
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v. Maskandar Ali -Vs- State of Assam reported in (1995) 1 

GLR 421. 

vi. Bimal Chandra Sarkar -Vs- State of Tripura reported in 

(2010) 4 GLR 567. 

vii. Sampath Kumar -Vs- Inspector of Police, Krishnagiri 

reported in (2012) 2 SCC (Cri) 42. 

viii. Raman Kumar –Vs- State of Punjab reported in (2010) 2 

SCC (Cri) 131. 

ix. Nasiruddin Ahmed -Vs- State of Assam reported in (1996) 

2 GLR 285. 

x. Sachin Das -Vs- State of Assam reported in (2019) 2 GLR 

145. 

xi. Reena Hazarika -Vs- State of Assam reported in 2019 Crl. 

L.J. 388(SC). 

xii. Alok Deb Roy -Vs- State of Assam reported in 2003 (3) 

GLT 468. 

xiii. Sanjiv Kumar -Vs- State of Punjab reported in (2010) 3 

SCC (Cri) 330.  

 

                I have meticulously gone through all the decisions referred to 

above which has been relied upon in support of the defence case. 

  

Synopsis of the Evidence : 

 

10.   Farida Begum is examined as PW-1, Sujit Ali being elder 

brother(cousin) of the victim is examined as PW2, the victim herself examined 

as PW3, the attending doctor Jharna Kakoti is examined as PW4, one Intaz Ali 

is examined as PW5, the mother of the victim Umahani Khatun is examined 

as PW6, whereas IO of the case is examined as PW7 respectively by the 

prosecution side to establish the prosecution story narrated in the ejahar. 
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Evaluation of the Evidence. 

 

11.  The star witness of the instant case is the informant cum victim 

herself. For safe guarding from social stigmatization as well as for the best 

interest of the marital as well as other future prospects of the victim, her 

original name is concealed and substituted with the name as Miss. X herein 

this judgment and she is examined as P.W-3 and she has stated as follows:   

 

12.          On the day of occurrence at around 7.00 a.m (morning) while 

she went to the toilet, the accused gagged her mouth and dragged her to the 

nearby tea garden Nalla (drain) and raped on her by disrobing her. Her 

brother Sajit Ali at that time came there in search of cattle and noticing her 

brother, the accused fled away from the spot. Her brother then brought her to 

the house and assaulted her. Thereafter she filed the FIR. Police brought her 

to the doctor for medical examination and also brought to the Court for 

recording her statement. She has exhibited her statement as Exhibit- 2 given 

before Magistrate and her signatures as Ext.2 (1) and Ext.2(2). 

 

13.  Although she has stated the time of occurrence as 7 a.m in her 

evidence but by putting Court question the time of occurrence has been 

confirmed that it was 7 p.m and the said timing again reconfirmed by the I/O 

during his evidence and on that count the defence suggestions to the victim 

relating to the timing of the occurrence hardly discredit the evidence of the 

victim so far time of occurrence is concerned. 

 

14.   It is settled position of law that evidence is weighed but not 

counted and solely on the basis of the prosecutrix, conviction can be recorded 

in rape cases. But it is to be bear in mind that evidence are broadly 

categorized as follows, viz: 
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(i) Wholly reliably; 

(ii) Wholly unreliable and 

(iii) Partly reliable and partly not reliable.  

 

15.                Now, it is to be ascertain the evidence of the victim (PW-3) 

herein this case falls in which category amongst the three mentioned 

hereinabove. So, to scrutinize the veracity of the evidence of the victim, we 

may refer her statements recorded u/s. 161 and 164 Cr.P.C in the light of the 

facts narrated in the ejahar. 

 

16.   The victim in her statements u/s.161 Cr.P.C stated that on 

03.04.2018 at evening she went to respond nature‟s call and while she was 

returning after nature‟s call she had been gagged and taken to nearby tea 

garden forcefully by Babu Ali and with the promise to marry, committed rape 

on her. 

 

17.  In the statements u/s.164 Cr.P.C the victim stated that on 

03.04.2018 at about 7 p.m she went to respond nature‟s call. Babu Ali with a 

pretext to have a talk, took her in the backside of the house. Said Babu Ali 

gagging her mouth forcefully committed rape on her. At that time her elder 

brother went there and witnessed them. On being seen her elder brother 

Babu Ali fled away. 

 

18.  Now turning to the evidence of the victim (PW-3) it appears that 

nowhere she has mentioned that Babu Ali and Jahidul Hoque is the one and 

same person nor the police in the charge sheet mentioned that Babu Ali and 

Jahidul Hoque is the one and same person. The victim has stated in her 

evidence that she has been dragged to nearby drain of tea garden by gagging 

her mouth and committed rape on her by disrobing her. She also stated that 

her elder brother reached there searching for cattle and noticing her brother, 
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the accused fled away from the spot. Her brother then brought her to the 

house and assaulted her.  

 

19.  From the above ratio of evidence of the victim it appears that it 

bears several contradictions with her previous statements with regard to the 

place of occurrence, disrobing her, committing rape with promise to marry 

her, taking her backside of the house with a pretext of having talk etc. 

 

20.  In a catena of decisions Hon‟ble Apex Court held that all 

contradictions are not material contradictions and if the contradictions is not 

of the nature of material contradictions, it hardly make the evidence of a 

witness disbeliveable.  

 

21.  However, in the process of separating the grain from chaffs, it 

would be looked into whether the contradictions captioned hereinabove are of 

material contradictions or not. 

 

22.   According to the evidence of the victim, her elder brother is the 

eye witness of the incident who is examined as PW-2 and the said brother of 

the victim although corroborated the evidence of the victim but during cross 

examination he has specifically stated that “Today for the first time in Court I 

have narrated the above facts.” Further he has stated that he has not stated 

before police that “In the evening I was tying cattle. One of my cattle went 

towards the nearby tea garden and I went towards that direction and noticed 

the accused and Miss. X in naked condition. Noticing me they ran away. I 

chased both of them. The accused ran to the house of his maternal aunt and 

Miss. X went to her house. I followed the accused and narrated the incident 

to the inmates of the maternal uncle of accused. They told that they will 

settle the matter in the morning. Thereafter I came to the house of victim. 

Miss X. told him that while she was on her way to latrine, accused forcibly 
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took her from the way and raped her. On the next day evening both the 

family set in a meeting but, the matter was not settled.” Further the I/O (PW-

7) during his cross examination confirmed that PW-2 Sujit Ali stated before 

him that he heard that the boy committed rape on Miss X by taking her 

towards the tea garden in the evening time. Thereby he (PW-2) has belied 

not only his own evidence but also damaged the evidence of PW-3 to the 

tune that he being elder brother of victim witnessed the occurrence. 

Consequently there is no eye witness of the alleged incident. 

 

23.  So far evidence of PW-1 is concerned, she has stated that the 

incident took place about 8/9 months back. At around 6.30/7.00 PM her 

husband went in search of cattle towards the tea garden located towards the 

backside of their house. Then her husband noticed that accused committed 

rape on victim by gagging her mouth with cloth. Noticing her husband, the 

accused fled away from the spot. When her husband asked the victim, how 

she comes to the place, victim told her husband that accused brought her 

forcibly by gagging her mouth when she was on her way to bathroom. Then 

the victim was brought to her house.  

 

24.   During cross-examination she has stated that she has not seen 

the occurrence with her own eyes. From the victim she came to know that 

when she was on her way to bathroom accused forcibly dragged her by 

gagging her mouth. 

 

25.   But the victim (PW-3) in  her cross examination stated that she 

did not state the incident to anybody, except Court and thereby demolished 

the evidence of PW-1 in toto. 

 

26.  With regard to the evidence of PW-5 is concerned, although he 

has corroborated the evidence of the victim. But during cross examination he 
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has stated that he has not seen the occurrence. He heard about the incident 

from other. He did not state the facts which he has narrated in his evidence to 

the I/O. He has narrated the facts for the first time before the Court. 

 

27.   From the evidence of PW-5 it appears that he is a hearsay 

witness but he has not mentioned the name of the person from whom he has 

came to know about the incident nor he has narrated the incident before the 

I/O. As such the evidence of PW-5 being hearsay without any source of 

information has no evidentiary value in the eye of law. 

 

28.   The mother of the victim is examined as PW-6 and she has also 

corroborated the evidence of the victim but during cross examination she has 

stated that she has stated before I/O that she has came to know about the 

incident from her daughter whereas her daughter (PW-3) in her cross 

examination already confirmed that she has not stated about the incident to 

anybody except the Court. That apart the entire examination-in-chief of PW-6 

is marked as „Y‟ by the defence during cross examination and same is also got 

confirmed by the I/O during cross examination that the said „Y‟ statements of 

PW-6 has not been given before him. As such the evidence of PW-6 is not 

only totally contradictory with her previous statements given before I/O but 

also not supported by the source of disclosure. Hence, her evidence is totally 

unworthy of credit. 

 

29.   Moving to the evidence of the M/O it appears that just after 

three days of the alleged incident the victim has been examined and during 

examination she did not find any mark of violence on the body as well as 

private parts of the victim. Nor the Medical Officer find any sign and 

symptoms of recent sexual intercourse on the person of the victim and 

Hymen was present. 
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30.   During cross examination defence brought on record through 

the M/O that if an adult male rapes or commit sexual intercourse in that event 

there must be torn in the hymen. In this case the hymen was present and no 

injury was seen. 

 

31.   From the above discussion, it follows that save and except the 

victim there is no eye witness of the alleged crime. On the contrary PWs-1,2,5 

and 6 are of totally unworthy of credit in view of the reasons mentioned 

hereinabove. 

 

32.   With regard to the evidence of DW-1 is concerned, his evidence 

pertaining to the alleged incident is totally hearsay in as much as he has 

stated in his cross examination that he was not present at his residence on 

the date of the incident and he does not know anything about the occurrence. 

However, he has narrated a totally different dimension of the fact and it would 

be evaluated at the later stage. 

 

33.   Consequently, the evidence of the victim alone is left for 

consideration before this Court. So, it is to be ascertained whether the 

evidence of the victim is wholly reliable or not. It is equivocally settled 

principles of law that as the offence is graver, strickest is the standard of 

proof. 

Reasoning and Findings. 

 

34.   It is well settled law that certain amount of delay in lodging 

ejahar is not fatal provided delay is satisfactorily explained. Herein this case, 

the ejahar discloses that the alleged occurrence took place on 03.04.2018 and 

the ejahar (Ext.1) has been lodged on 05.04.2018 but in the body of the 

ejahar there is no explanation as to why the ejahar has been lodged after two 

days of the incident in the one hand. On the other hand although in the 
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evidence PWs 1,2 & 6 have stated that there was a talk of settlement of the 

matter and to that effect a village meeting (Mel) has been held but nobody 

present in the said public meeting is examined as a witness rather such 

witness has been withheld. Though it is settled law that all related witnesses 

are not of uncrediworthy but herein this case all the witnesses examined 

except M/O and I/O are all related witnesses of the victim although a fact is 

emerging from the evidence of the PWs 1,2 & 6 that a public meeting (Mel) 

has been held in respect of the settlement of the alleged crime but none 

present in the said village meeting is examined as a witness of the 

prosecution side who ought to have been an independent material witness 

and under such factual backdrop, examination of all related witnesses of the 

victim withholding independent material witness casts doubts about the 

prosecution‟s story.   

 

 The Hon‟ble Supreme Court in the case of Sampath Kumar -Vs- 

Inspector of Police, Krishnagiri reported in (2012) 2 SCC (Cri) 42 and in the 

case of Raman Kumar –Vs- State of Punjab reported in (2010) 2 SCC (Cri) 

131 held that statements not made during investigation were made in Court 

without any cogent and acceptable explanation for his silence for such a long 

period, is hard to believe. 

 

35.   Herein this case PWs-2 and 5 in their cross examination stated 

that they have not narrated the fact before the I/O and for the first time they 

have narrated the fact before the Court. But there is no explanation in their 

evidence as to why they have not narrated the fact of the alleged offence 

before the I/O during investigation and on that view of the matter the above 

referred decisions is squarely applicable in this case and as such evidence of 

PWs-2 and 5 are not at all believable.  

 

                 The Hon‟ble Apex Court in the case of Yasin Gulam Haider -Vs- 
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State of Maharashtra reported in 1980 SCC (Crl) 145 held that “witness 

alleged to have told material fact to another witness resiling from fact of 

having said so. Testimony of the other witness as to what he was allegedly 

told, becomes hearsy and hence inadmissible. 

 

        Our Hon‟ble High Court in the case of Jainal Abedin -Vs- State of 

Assam reported in (1997) 2 GLR 175 held that “where the source of 

information does not support the person informed, his statement also 

becomes hearsay.” 

 

         In the case of Prabhat Marak & Anr. -Vs- State of Tripura 

reported in 2011 Crl. L.J 1844 our Hon‟ble high Court held that: 

 

“Para.19. It appears from the evidence of PW.1 that in his statements, 

he nowhere stated that he disclosed regarding the incident to any of the 

witnesses. Therefore, the evidence of PW.2,3,4,5 and 6 cannot be taken into 

consideration being they are not eye-witnesses, only the hearsay witnesses 

that also not confirmed by the person from whom they allegedly heard the 

incident i.e PW.1, which is necessary as per law.” 

 

36.   In the instant case also PW-1 and 6 have stated that they have 

heard about the incident from the victim (PW-3) but PW-3 during cross 

examination categorically stated that she did not disclose about the fact of 

the case to anybody else except the Court. Hence, the evidence of PWs-1 and 

6 is not supported by their source of information and on that count the 

decisions mentioned hereinabove has bearing in this case and on that view of 

the matter, evidence of PWs-1 and 6 has no evidentiary value in the eye of 

law. 

            Hon‟ble Gauhati High Court in the case of Dulal Sonowal -Vs- 

State of Assam reported in (1996) 2 GLR 79 held that: 
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“Para 15. In the present case PW-7 made a statement that he saw the 

appellant giving dao blow on the neck of the deceased. This was a very 

important piece of statement and an witness was expected to make this 

statement before the police u/s. 161, Cr.P.C. As this was omitted in our 

opinion this omission amounts to contradiction. Therefore, his evidence also 

should be viewed with suspicion n in this regard.” 

 

         In the case of Maskandar Ali -Vs- State of Assam reported in 

(1995) 1 GLR 421 Hon‟ble Gauhati High Court held that “Where in their 

testimony the eye witnesses made improvement of grave magnitude from 

their statement u/s. 161 Cr.P.C, it only show that they are deeply interested 

against accused. So, it is impossible to rely upon evidence of such eye 

witnesses.” 

 

37.   It is already mentioned herein above that the evidence of the 

victim (PW-3) bears several contradictions and the same are taken up one by 

one for discussion herein below: 

 

38.   The statement of the victim has been recorded by the I/O on 

05.04.2018 i.e on the date of lodging ejahar and it is the first statement after 

the alleged occurrence given by the victim and in the said statements the 

victim did not mention that she has been taken to the drain of tea garden and 

the accused disrobing her committed rape and her elder brother reached 

there searching cattle and on being seen her elder brother the accused fled 

away, which is stated in her evidence. Further in her statement before I/O 

stated that accused dragged her to tea garden and with the promise to marry 

committed rape on her, which is again not stated in evidence. 

 

39.   The statements of the victim(PW-3) was also recorded u/s. 164 
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Cr.P.C on 06.05.2018 wherein she has stated that the accused with the 

pretext of having a talk with her, taken her in the backside of the house and 

committed rape on her forcefully. At that time her elder brother reached there 

and the accused fled away. But she has stated in her evidence that accused 

hiding himself in darkness dragged her to the drain of tea garden and after 

disrobing, committed rape on her, which is totally contradictory with her 

statements recorded u/s.164 as well as u/s. 161 Cr.P.C. 

 

40.   From the above discussion it follows that the evidence of the 

victim (PW-3) is contradictory on several material facts in the one hand. On 

the other hand she has made huge improvements stating in her evidence that 

she has been dragged by caught hold her hand to the drain of the tea garden 

and by gagging rapped her. But again she has stated that she has been raped 

after disrobing, which is not at all possible had if been she was gagged and 

dragged by the accused. Again if the evidence of victim that she has been 

rapped after disrobing is believed to be true, then she has the all 

opportunities at the time of disrobing her to raise alarm but evidence is totally 

silent as to why she did not raise hulla. That apart evidence of the victim 

transpires that the alleged offence of rape was forceful. Had if been the act of 

rape was forceful, there ought to have been torn of hymen and sign of 

violence but according to the attending doctor no sign of recent sexual 

intercourse, sign of violence were found and hymen was also found present, 

which makes the evidence of the victim totally improbable and as such it 

cannot be rely upon safely. 

 

41.   In view of the above, a question poses as to why the case has 

been filed. From the cross examination of the PWs so also from the 

examination of the accused u/s.313 Cr.P.C it appears that defence took the 

plea that a proposal of marriage of the victim with the accused has been 

given but same has been rejected by the parents of the accused and as such 
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out of the grudge this case has been filed against the accused.  

 

42.   During cross examination the elder brother of the victim Sajit Ali 

as PW-2 stated that had accused married Miss. X there would not have been 

any case. They were ready to give Miss. X on marriage to accused. They gave 

the proposal of marriage to the aunt of accused and her sons, but, they did 

not agree. Miss X is somewhat abnormal. She does not understand things 

fully. The victim (PW-3) in  her cross examination stated that the accused is a 

good boy and she has no objection to marry him if agrees to marry her. The 

mother of the victim as PW-6 in her cross examination has stated that Miss. X 

is her daughter. Earlier she was normal but subsequently she suffered with 

mental illness. But now she is normal. The accused did not consented for the 

marriage with her daughter. 

 

43.   Now moving to the evidence of DW-1 it appears that he has 

stated that complainant Miss. X is his cousin (daughter of his paternal uncle). 

His paternal uncle approached him to arrange marriage of his daughter Miss X 

with the accused. Then he told his uncle that he could not do anything 

himself and that he has to ask the guardian of the accused. Thereafter he 

discussed the matter with the guardian of the accused and they took some 

time for their decision. After sometime, they informed him that after making 

some enquiry they got to know that girl was not mentally sound and hence, 

they rejected the proposal. He accordingly, informed the matter to his uncle. 

Then his uncle became dissatisfied and Miss. X lodged a case against the 

accused. 

 

44.   Prosecution although cross examined DW-1 but could not shake 

the credibility of his evidence. On the contrary the evidence of DW-1 is found 

corroborative with the evidence of PW-2 to the tune that a marriage proposal 

of Miss. X has been given to the accused and the guardian of the accused 
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rejected the proposal of marriage on the ground of mental disorder of the 

victim which is again corroborated by the mother of the victim (PW-6) so far 

mental disorder of the victim is concerned. Hence, I do not find any reason to 

disbelieve the corroborative piece of evidence of DW-1 and based on the 

evidence of DW-1, the prosecution‟s case is clouded more with huge doubts. 

 

            In the case of Bimal Chandra Sarkar -Vs- State of Tripura 

reported in (2010) 4 GLR 567 our Hon‟ble High Court in para-12 held that” 

 

“…….It is noticed from the cross examination of the witnesses that the 

attention of the respective witness was drawn to his or her previous 

statement recorded under section 161, Cr.P.C and the statement made in the 

examination-in-chief did not find place in the previous statement, therefore, 

evidence of the respective witnesses appearing in the examination-in-chief 

cannot hold good…………….We have noticed that almost all the witnesses 

were confronted with their previous statement recorded by police. When a 

material fact is withheld by particular witness from the Investigating Officer, 

whose statement was reduced into writing under section 161 of the Cr.P.C, if 

such statement finds place in his or her evidence, the natural presumption 

would be that either the witness deposed falsely of this fact or omitted to 

state of the fact to the I.O. If in a particular criminal case such situation 

prevails almost in respect of every witness, the court would refuse to act on 

such evidence adduced by the witness. 

 

45.   In view of the elaborate discussion what has been made above, 

it became apparent that the evidence of PWs 1,5 & 6 are hearsay and that 

too without being confirmed by their respective sources of information and 

evidence of PWs 2 & 3 are contradictory on material facts with their previous 

statements. Hence, the decision referred to above has bearing in this case 

and on that count the evidence of the PWs 1,2,3,5 & 6 are not trustworthy 
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and cannot be relied upon safely. 

 

46.    So far burden of proof of the defence plea is concerned, it is 

nothing but preponderance of probabilities and the standard of proof of 

prosecution and that of the defence are not of the same yardstick and in this 

connection the decisions relied upon by the learned counsel for the defence  

i.e. 

i. Nasiruddin Ahmed -Vs- State of Assam reported in (1996) 

2 GLR 285. 

ii. Sachin Das -Vs- State of Assam reported in (2019) 2 GLR 

145. 

iii. Reena Hazarika -Vs- State of Assam reported in 2019 Crl. 

L.J. 388(SC). 

iv. Alok Deb Roy -Vs- State of Assam reported in 2003 (3) 

GLT 468. 

v. Sanjiv Kumar -Vs- State of Punjab reported in (2010) 3 

SCC (Cri) 330.  

                  Are squarely applicable herein this case and on that view of the 

matter, defence is found successful to prove their plea of defence. 

 

CONCLUSION. 

 

47.   In the entirety of the discussion, it became candidly clear that 

prosecution case is not proved beyond all reasonable doubts rather it is with 

full of doubts and as such this Court is of the considered opinion that the 

accused deserves acquittal on benefit of doubts. 

 

48.   Hence, the accused is acquitted awarding benefit of doubts and 

set at liberty forthwith. 
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49.   Bail bond extended for six months. 

 

50.   Judgment is pronounced and delivered in the Open Court 

preparing on separate sheets and tagged with the case record. 

 

 51.  Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 5th day 

of January,2022 at Sonitpur, Tezpur.  

 

  
                                                                                 SK Ghosh, AJS 
                                    Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC),
                            Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 
Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
  
         SK Ghosh, AJS 
Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC), 
       Sonitpur, Tezpur                                      
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A P P E N D I X 
 

List of prosecution witnesses: 
 
 
1.  Msstt Farida Begum (informant)    PW-1. 

2.  Md Sujit Ali,      PW-2. 

3.  Miss. X,       PW-3. 

4.  Dr. Jharna Kakoti.      PW-4. 

5.  Md Intaz Ali.       PW-5. 

6.  Musstt. Umahani Khatoon.    PW-6. 

7.  Md Tabibur Rahman.     PW-7. 

 

 List of Defence witnesses: 
 

1. Harmuj Ali.      DW-1. 
 
 

List of Court witness: 
 

 Nil 
 

Documents exhibited by the prosecution: 
 
 

1. Ejahar.       Ext. 1. 

2. Statements u/s,.164Cr.P.C.    Ext. 2. 

3. Medical report.     Ext. 3. 

4. Sketch map.      Ext. 5. 

5. Charge sheet.       Ext. 6. 

 

Documents exhibited by the defence: 
 
 

Nil 

                                                                                    S. K. Ghosh, AJS 
                                     Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC),
                          Sonitpur,Tezpur.  


